
SPECTACULAR FAQs

Frequently Asked Questions Answer

When can I check my team's music? Music check will be performed prior to the start of each session. Please allow the teams that 

perform first to do their check first. 

It is recommended that you send your music person to do the music check so that they are 

familiar with the setup. 

If you are able, you should send your music to your music person as well.

What methods will the DJ have to play my music? You will be able to play your music using a cell phone. 

You should ensure the phone is on airplane mode.

We will provide dongles for iPhone and Android but you should bring yours as a backup.

When can spectators enter the venue? Spectators can enter the venue once the doors have been opened for the start of a session. They 

will line up in the commons area outside the gym on the side designated for their team on the 

performance order (NORTH or SOUTH). 

Can Flag coaches sit in front of their teams and do the motions? Yes. They must sit and cannot be on their knees while in front of the judges.

Will cheerleaders that are not on the team checking in be allowed to 

enter with them?

No. Only coaches and directors will be allowed to enter check-in

Who can check-in a team? Any CCL coach or director can check in a team; even if they are not the head coach of that team. 

All coaches and directors that enter with a team must have on the coach/director wristband.

Who can attend awards? EVERYONE!!!!!

Through which door do spectators enter? Spectators will enter either via the NORTH ENTRANCE or via the SOUTH ENTRANCE depending on 

the direction their teams will face to perform. The performance schedule has a column for 

"Spectator Entrance". The direction listed next to your team is the door through which your 

spectators will enter. The map included in the Spectacular Day Information document should 

help them navigate. There will be volunteers at each door that can provide instructions.

Can the performance schedule be modified?

"I have cheerleaders with prior commitments"

"I am a coach with a child competing on a different team"

"I want to change our division"

"We have cheerleaders that have quit, are injured or sick"

The performance schedule is final once completed. Unfortunately, modifying the schedule for 

some will create an issue for others. Please accept our humble regret that we are not able to 

accommodate changes to the schedule. 
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Can the performing teams remain in the gym throughout competition? Yes. There will be sections of the gym reserved for the performing teams. However, they will be 

subjected to the same flow as spectators should they need to leave the gym at any time. No one 

will be permitted to exit through the gym entrances.

No one will be permitted to leave the gym during a performance.

The gym will be cleared after each session to prepare for the next.

Can spectators remain in the gym throughout the competition. Yes. However, should they need to leave the gym at any time, they have to exit through the 

stadium side doors. 

No one will be permitted to exit through the gym entrances.

No one will be permitted to leave the gym during a performance.

The gym will be cleared after each session to prepare for the next.
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